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Professional Storage Management for SME: RNT Rausch and PoINT
Software & Systems announce new partnership
Ettlingen/Siegen. The combination of Yowie Storage Appliances with
PoINT Storage Manager is especially designed for the storage
requirements of small and medium-sized enterprises. RNT Rausch
and PoINT Software & Systems provide a professional solution for
storage management and legally compliant archiving already from a
capacity of 32 TB.

"PoINT

Storage

Manager

perfectly

complements

our

Yowie

storage

appliances," says Sebastian Nölting, CEO RNT Rausch. "Even for smaller data
volumes, we can now offer a powerful solution for storage optimization and
archiving."
RNT Rausch offers individual server and storage solutions configured for the
circumstances of its customers. The Yowie storage appliances were developed
specifically for the needs of small and medium-sized enterprises looking for
secure storage systems with data volumes up to 150 TB. Conventional
storage solutions are designed to meet the requirements and data volumes
of large enterprises. However, smaller businesses face the same challenges:
Data must be archived in a legally compliant manner and reliably protected

from loss – all while data volumes continue to grow and the threat
of cybercrime increases.
RNT Rausch Yowie storage appliances with pre-installed Cloudian HyperStore
software are S3 compatible plug-and-play solutions. The compact appliances
are quickly wired up and, thanks to the integrated installation wizard, can be
up and running in no more than 30 minutes. The high-availability and highperformance storage systems are available from a capacity of 32 TB and are
scalable up to 142 TB. This allows users to react flexibly to changing
requirements.
With the tiering and archiving solution PoINT Storage Manager, Yowie storage
systems are seamlessly integrated into existing infrastructures as archive
storage. This now also offers companies with smaller data volumes the
opportunity for sustainable storage optimization. Based on previously defined
rules PoINT Storage Manager automatically moves inactive data to the
archive storage. There, PoINT Storage Manager protects the data against
premature deletion and against modification, so that the requirements of
legally compliant archiving are met. By reducing the amount of data on the
primary storage systems, the backup volume is reduced at the same time.
Here, users benefit from considerable cost and time savings.
In the cooperation with RNT Rausch Sebastian Klee, Head of Sales &
Marketing at PoINT Software & Systems, sees great advantages for a wide
range of customers: "The new partnership with RNT Rausch makes our
solution accessible to a new group of customers: We can, for example, also
offer startups a cost-efficient solution for legally compliant archiving which
helps them to reliably protect their data from the very beginning and which
can flexibly grow with the companies and their requirements."
For further information please visit www.point.de.

About RNT Rausch:
RNT Rausch is a Germany based technology pioneer with 20+ years of experience in the hightech server and storage industry. The company rethinks future-proof server and storage
solution designs that go hybrid and tackle business challenges to make SMBs, enterprises,
data centres and service providers around the world fit for tomorrow’s technical revolution.
RNT offers tailor-made products and services that help customers enhance security, flexibility,
scalability and sustainability.
More than 30 employees are delivering targeted solutions with ultimate precision and
manufactured to the highest quality. The company is headquartered in Ettlingen, Germany and
has offices in Sweden and the UK.
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About PoINT:
PoINT Software & Systems GmbH is specialized in the development and distribution of software
products for storage, management and archiving of data. Our data & storage management
solutions offer an easy and efficient integration of different storage technologies and systems
in consideration of enterprise requirements. PoINT products allow optimized usage of storage
systems and help to reduce costs and issues caused by data growth. The software solutions
fulfil compliance and archiving requirements and provide independence from storage
technologies and vendors.
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